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ABSTRACT: Compressive stress–strain properties of closed-cell microcellular EPDM
rubber vulcanizates with and without a filler were studied with the variation of density.
For filler variation studies, silica and carbon black (N330) were used. With a decrease
in density, the stress–strain curve for microcellular EPDM behaves differently from
that for the solid vulcanizates: The curve rises steeply when cell breakdown occurs.
The compressive stress–strain properties are found to depend on the strain rate. The
compression set at constant stress increases with decreasing density. The energy-ab-
sorption behavior was studied from the compressive stress–strain properties. The effi-
ciency, E , and ideality, I , parameters were also determined as they are useful for the
evaluation of closed-cell microcellular rubber as a cushioning and packaging material.
These parameters were plotted against stress to find the maximum efficiency and
maximum ideality region which will make these materials suitable for cushioning or
packaging applications. q 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. J Appl Polym Sci 68: 263–269, 1998
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INTRODUCTION to the deformation of cell structure, and the sec-
ond is caused by the buildup of pressure within
the closed cell. The mechanical properties of cellu-Flexible cellular polymers have a growing range
lar polymers, used as cushioning and packagingof engineering applications and are used as cush-
materials, have been studied from stress–strainioning materials for the protection of fragile prod-
curves in compression.12 Williams reported theucts during handling and transportation. The
compression modulus and mathematical model-compressive stress–strain, shock, and vibration
ing for microcellular foams.13 Polymeric foamstransmissibility characteristics are important for
possess properties that make them applicable asthe design of energy-absorbing structures. The
shock and vibration dampers. They can undergomechanism of deformation in cellular polymer
large compressive deformation and absorb sig-was studied for compression by several authors.1–8

nificant amounts of energy during a deformationThe stress–strain properties depend upon the cell
cycle. Cellular and microcellular rubber differstructure of the cellular polymer, that is, whether
greatly in their cushioning ability. The energy-the cells are open or closed. In closed-cell poly-
absorption characteristics of cellular plastics andmers, two components normally contribute to the
rubber have been determined by several au-modulus value in compression9–11 : The first is due
thors.14,15 The energy-absorption characteristics
of cellular foams have been evaluated by efficiency
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Table I Formulation of the Mixes

Mix No.

G10 G12 G14 GS20 GS22 GS24 GS26 EB20 EB22 EB24 EB26

EPDM 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Silica — — — 30 30 30 30 — — — —
Carbon black — — — — — — — 30 30 30 30
Paraffin oil 2 2 2 9 9 9 9 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5
DNPT 0 2 4 0 2 4 6 0 2 4 6

Each mix contains ZnO, 2 phr, St. acid, 2 phr, and DCP, 2 phr.

gum and silica-, and carbon black-filled vulcan- mold release. The expanded microcellular sheets
were postcured at 1007C for 1 h in an electricallyizates were studied. Strain-rate dependency in

compression and compressive permanent set at heated oven.
constant stress was also studied. The energy-ab-
sorption characteristics of the closed-cell microcel-

Physical Testinglular rubber were evaluated by the efficiency of
energy absorption, and ideality parameters12,16 The cylindrical samples were cut from the micro-

cellular sheet for compression stress–strain prop-were obtained from the stress–strain curves.
erties according to the ASTM D575-81 standard.
For testing the solid vulcanizates, the samples
were directly molded according to the ASTMEXPERIMENTAL
D575-81 standard. For the measurement of the
compression set at constant stress, the ASTMMaterials Used
D395-78 standard method was used. The cylindri-EPDM rubber (Kelton 520, ethylene content 55 cal samples were compressed at 440 lb in.2 stressmol %, diene content 4.5 mol % [DCPD], specific for 24 h at room temperature. After release of thegravity 0.86, manufactured by DSM Chemicals, stress, the equilibrium thickness was measuredHolland) was used. The precipitated silica used for each specimen.as a filler is manufactured by Degussa AG, Ger-

many. Its characteristics are as follows: specific
gravity, 2.0; BET surface area, 120–160 m2 g; and RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONparticle size, 10–20 nm. HAF Black (N330) used
as a filler is manufactured by Phillips Carbon

Mechanical Properties in CompressionBlack, India. The dicumyl peroxide (DCP) used
was Percidol 540C (40% DCP on an inert filler) , The stress–strain properties of silica-filled com-

pounds in compression, at various levels of blow-manufactured by Chemoplast (I) Ltd. Dinitroso-
pentamethylene tetramine (DNPT) used as a ing agent loading, are shown in Figure 1. The

increase of stress with strain for microcellularblowing agent is manufactured by High Polymer
Labs, India. rubber is found to be different from that for solid

rubber. The initial increase of stress is found to
be slow for microcellular rubber compared to that

Compounding and Sample Preparation of the solid rubber, but after a certain strain, the
stress increases steeply. The microcellular rub-The rubber was compounded with other ingredi-

ents according to the formulations of the mixes bers used have a closed-cell structure.17,18 At me-
dium compressive strain, buckling of the cell(Table I) in a two-roll mill and the blowing agent

was added at the end in the cold-roll mill. The structure is intensified. The compressive strain
also accelerates the gas pressure buildup. Atcompounds were molded at 1607C, to 80% of their

respective maximum cure times, in an electrically higher gas pressure, cell walls break and collapse.
After this stage, the compressive stress increasesheated hydraulic press. All sides of the mold were

given a taper at 307 to facilitate the expansion of rapidly, since all cells have collapsed, leaving a
bulk solid rubber rather than a closed-cell micro-the microcellular rubber and to achieve better
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Figure 2 Compressive stress–strain curves of gum
and silica- and carbon black-filled microcellular EPDM
rubber vulcanizates at 4 phr blowing agent loading:Figure 1 Compressive stress–strain curves of 30 phr
( – – ) EB24 (density, 0.85); ( ) GS24 (density, 0.80);silica-filled solid and microcellular gum EPDM rubber
( – r– ) G14 (density, 0.79).vulcanizates: ( ) GS20 (density, 0.97); ( – – ) GS22

(density, 0.83); ( – r– ) GS24 (density, 0.80); ( – rr– )
GS26 (density, 0.67).

in Figure 3. The logarithmic plots show that the
relative modulus decreases with decrease in the
relative density or volume fraction of the rubber.cellular rubber. Figure 1 shows the different

curves corresponding to the variation in blowing
agent concentration, that is, density. The moduli

Compression Rateof silica-filled vulcanizates, as well as gum and
carbon black-filled microcellular rubber vulcan- The compressive stress–strain curves of gum and

silica-, and carbon black-filled vulcanizates at dif-izates, at different percentages of strain and den-
sity, are given in Table II. It is found that with ferent strain rates are shown in Figure 4. The

figure shows that the closed-cell microcellularincrease in the blowing agent loadings, the modu-
lus values decrease, which is obviously due to the rubbers are strain rate-dependent. The stress–

strain curve becomes steeper the higher thereduction in solid rubber content. Figure 2 de-
scribes the effect of different filler loadings at 4 strain rate. The effect of gas on the stress–strain

curve of closed-cell microcellular elastomericphr blowing agent loading.
The relative modulus (sf /ss ) at 10 and 20% foams is much more pronounced. An additional

strain-rate dependence is caused by the transitionstrain is plotted against relative density (rf /rs )

Table II Physical Properties of Closed-cell Microcellular EPDM in Compression

Mix No.

G10 G12 G14 GS20 GS22 GS24 GS26 EB20 EB22 EB24 EB26

10% modulus (MPa) 0.35 0.30 0.18 0.40 0.33 0.26 0.20 0.87 0.62 0.35 0.25
20% modulus (MPa) 0.75 0.63 0.49 1.02 0.73 0.51 0.35 1.61 1.17 0.72 0.47
Density (g cm3) 0.89 0.83 0.79 0.97 0.83 0.80 0.67 1.06 0.90 0.85 0.71
Relative density (rf /rs) 1.00 0.94 0.89 1.00 0.85 0.81 0.68 1.00 0.84 0.79 0.71
Permanent set (%) 7.5 9.0 15.7 9.0 16 35 45 7.5 12 28 37
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mance and suitability of the energy absorption
of different closed-cell microcellular rubbers, two
parameters were defined.12,16 These parameters
are called the efficiency of energy absorption or
efficiency, E , and the ideality parameter, I . The
efficiency is defined as the ratio between the en-
ergy absorbed by a microcellular rubber com-
pressed to a maximum strain, em , and that ab-
sorbed by an ideal microcellular rubber that
transmits the same maximum (but constant)
stress, sm , to the product when fully compressed.
Thus,

E Å
Ah *

em

0
s de

Ah sm 1
Å

*
em

0
s de

sm
(1)

where h is the thickness of the microcellular rub-
ber and A is the contact area.

Figure 3 Logarithmic plots of relative modulus (sf / The ideality parameter, I , is defined as the ra-
ss ) versus relative density (rf /rs ) . Unfilled: (x) 10% tio between the energy absorbed by an actual and
modulus; 20% (s ) modulus, 30 phr silica-filled: (m ) an ideal cushioning material compressed to the
10% modulus; (l ) 20% modulus, 30 phr carbon black- same strain, namely:
filled: (h ) 10% modulus; (n ) 20% modulus.

I Å
Ah *

em

0
s de

Ah smem
Å

*
em

0
s de

smem
(2)from isothermal to adiabatic compression of the

gas itself as the strain increases. But as Zhang
and Ashby19 pointed out, the gas is always iso-

From the stress–strain curves (Figs. 1 and 2)thermal because of its intimate contact with the
cell wall which has a thermal capacity higher than
that of the gas. So, the strain-rate dependence of
the closed-cell microcellular rubber can be derived
directly from that of the cell wall material.

Compression Set

Compression-set properties of closed-cell micro-
cellular gum and filled rubber vulcanizates at con-
stant stress are given in Table II. It is observed
that, with in the increase blowing agent loading,
that is, decreasing density, the permanent set in-
creases. With decreasing density, the number of
cells increases and the cell wall becomes thin.
Hence, the deformation at constant stress in-
creases. So, the breakdown of the closed-cell wall
increases, leading to an increase in set properties.

Figure 4 Compressive stress–strain curves of gumEnergy-absorption Characteristics
and filled microcellular rubber vulcanizates at different

The energy-absorption characteristics are deter- strain rates: ( ) 1.66 1 1003 s; ( – - – ) 3.33 1 1002

mined from static slow-rate compression mea- s; ( – – ) 3.33 1 1001 /s. (s ) G14 (density, 0.79); (n )
GS24 (density, 0.80); (h ) EB24 (density, 0.85).surements. To evaluate and compare the perfor-
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decreasing density, for both silica- and carbon
black-filled microcellular rubbers, the maximum
efficiency curves become flat and the range of
maximum efficiency becomes wider. Thus, the en-
ergy-absorption properties, that is, cushioning
properties, become better. Figure 6 shows similar
curves for different microcellular rubbers (with
different fillers) at a 4 phr blowing agent loading.

The ideality parameter, I , is plotted in Figure
7 as a function of stress for silica-filled com-
pounds. The ideality curve shows a maximum in
silica-filled solid and microcellular rubber vulcan-
izates. It is observed that the maximum value is
reached at a lower stress level than for the effi-
ciency curve. The efficiency curves shows maxima
when the stress–strain curves start rising
steeply, that is, where the closed cell is com-
pressed and the rupture of cell walls starts and
permanent set occurs. The stress level at whichFigure 5 Efficiency of energy absorption, E , of 30 phr
the maximum efficiency is reached is the criterionsilica-filled solid and microcellular EPDM rubber vul-
of choosing the maximum load for that closed-cellcanizates calculated from static experiment. ( )
microcellular rubber in a cushioning applica-GS20 (density, 0.97); ( — s —) GS22 (density, 0.83);
tion.16 The ideality parameter, I , shows a maxi-( – r– ) GS24 (density, 0.80); ( — —) GS26 (density,

0.67). mum value in the region of the stress–strain
curve where the bending, stretching, and com-
pression of enclosed gas occurs. So, for evaluating
the closed-cell microcellular rubber for efficientof silica-, gum and carbon black-filled closed-cell

microcellular rubbers and with the help of eqs. application in energy absorption, the maximum
(1) and (2), the efficiency, E , and ideality param-
eter, I , are calculated.

The efficiency of energy absorption, E , is plot-
ted against the stress in Figure 5, corresponding
to the silica-filled solid and microcellular rubber
vulcanizates, respectively. The integrals in eqs.
(1) and (2) are calculated from the experimental
stress–strain curve using a computer program. It
is seen that both solid and microcellular rubber
show maximum efficiency at a different stress.
With increase in the blowing agent loading, that
is, with decreasing density, the maximum effi-
ciency of the silica- and carbon black-filled system
remains almost constant, but the maximum effi-
ciency is at a lower stress. From eq. (1), it be-
comes evident that the product Esm is equal to
the energy per unit volume that is absorbed by
the microcellular rubber when compressed to the
strain em and this product is a constant for a spe-
cific absorbed energy level.12,16 Contours of con-
stant energy levels are superimposed in Figure 5 Figure 6 Efficiency of energy absorption, E , of gum
for silica-filled compounds. Similar contours are and silica- and carbon black-filled microcellular EPDM
also observed for carbon black-filled compounds. rubber vulcanizates at 4 phr blowing agent loading are
From these contours, it becomes evident that each calculated from static experiment. ( — n —) EB24 (den-
microcellular rubber can absorb a different sity, 0.85); ( — s —) GS24 (density, 0.80); ( – r– ) G14

(density, 0.79).amount of energy at its maximum efficiency. With
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on the energy curve (Fig. 8), because, here, the
curve for that microcellular rubber lies above that
of the other, the envelop of which describes a rela-
tionship between W and sp for the optimum micro-
cellular rubber density. The envelope divides the
diagram into an accessible region (below the line)
and an inaccessible region (above). The equation
of the line for silica-filled microcellular rubber
(Fig. 8) is approximately given by

W
Es
Å 0.19S s

Es
D1.175

for silica-filled compound

Energy curves for gum and carbon black-filled
compounds are constructed following the same
procedure. The equations of the lines for gum and
carbon black-filled microcellular rubber are found
to be

Figure 7 Ideality, I , of 30 phr silica-filled solid and
microcellular EPDM rubber vulcanizates calculated
from static experiment. ( ) GS20 (density, 0.97); W

Es
Å 0.165S s

Es
D0.91

for gum compound
( — s —) GS22 (density, 0.83); ( – r– ) GS24 (density,
0.80); ( — —) GS26 (density, 0.67).

W
Es
Å 0.12S s

Es
D0.887

ideality region is chosen. The nature of the ide-
ality curve for carbon black-filled compounds is for carbon black-filled compound
found to be similar to that of silica-filled com-
pounds and, hence, is not shown.

Energy-absorption Diagram

An approach which allows empiricism to be com-
bined with physical modeling and which has at-
tractive generality as a way of optimizing the
choice of microcellular rubber, is offered by an
energy-absorption diagram.20 The procedure for
constructing it from an experimental stress–
strain curve is as follows: Figure 1 shows the
stress–strain curves for microcellular rubber
with various densities at a fixed strain rate and
temperature. The area under each curve up to
stress sp (stepping upward in sp ) gives the energy
absorbed per unit volume W . The value of W is
plotted against sp for each curve, normalizing
both by the modulus of solid, Es , measured at a
strain rate of 3.33 1 1002 s and a temperature of
257C. The best microcellular rubber for a given Figure 8 An energy-absorption diagram of silica-
package is the one that absorbs the most energy filled microcellular rubber, constructed from static com-
up to the maximum permitted package stress sp . pressive stress–strain curve: ( — l —) GS22 (density,
Each microcellular rubber density has a sp for 0.83); ( — s —) GS24 (density, 0.80); ( — h —) GS26

(density, 0.67).which it is the best choice given by the shoulder
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trial Research, Govt. of India, for financial support forThey are applicable for the relative density (rf /
carrying out this investigation.rs ) , 0.89 to 0.94 for gum, 0.68 to 0.85 for silica,

and 0.71 to 0.84 for carbon black-filled com-
pounds.
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